FIRST FLOOR PLAN
AREA: 61 sq.m.

MEDITATION HALL
STORE

Project: Reconstruction of Monasteries (Type Design)
Double Storey RCC: Plinth Area 1000 sq.ft
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Budhanagar Kathmandu, Nepal

Checked By: CLPIU-GMaLI
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Jwagal, Lalitpur
SECTION AT A-A

3" PCC Earth Compaction
2" Flat Brick Solling
Floor Finishing with approved Material

CGI Sheet
MS Purlin
no MS trusses in opposite direction

-450 GROUND LVL
0000 PLINTH LVL
+3600 FIRST FLOOR
+9150 ROOF LEVEL
+2400 LINTEL LVL
+6000 LINTEL LVL
+6600 SECOND FLOOR
+10930 TOP LEVEL
+8270 LINTEL LVL
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